
 
 
The I talian chemical company ICR acquires ProWorx, leading brand 
in the body fi l ler segment in the United Kingdom 

 
Reggio Emilia - Italy, March 2018 - ICR - 
Industria Chimica Reggiana S.p.A. (ICR), the 
Italian chemical company operating in the 
business of car refinishing, composites and 
stone care, having expanded its range of B2B 
industrial paints in recent years, has acquired 
the ProWorx brand and company from Tricel. 
ProWorx is a leading brand in the body filler 

segment in the United Kingdom thanks to its premium quality and high performing 
product lines widely distributed throughout the UK car refinish market.  
 
“This operation is part of a broader international expansion strategy implemented 
in recent years with a view to managing the company’s direct market presence in 
its target countries”, states Enrico Durango, ICR CEO. 
 
“The acquisition of ProWorx strengthens our penetration of the UK market which 
began with the opening in 2016 of ICR Sprint Coatings UK Ltd, with our 
headquarters in London”, comments Ugo Ugoletti, ICR UK Director. 
 
Thanks to this important new acquisition, the existing wide range of ICR body 
fillers and other products will be further enriched with the ProWorx products that 
have been very well received by bodyshops across the UK and Ireland in recent 
years. 
 
“Exciting times ahead for the entire team at ProWorx, this is a great opportunity 
to become part of the ICR family.  ICR Group has invested heavily in the UK in 
recent years and possesses the operational expertise and Research & 
Development capacity to successfully create a great additional innovative portfolio 
of products to complement our existing range.  ICR and ProWorx have a common 
goal of providing high quality and performance for the bodyshop allowing them 
as a result to add value to their business.”  
Concludes Peter Shortt, ProWorx National Sales Manager. 
	
	
ICR - Industr ia Chimica Reggiana S.p.A. 
ICR started out in 1961 in Reggio Emilia, Italy, as a producer of car body and marble fillers. 
Boosted by the impassioned work of its founders and the strong economic growth of the sixties, the 
company achieved significant results in various segments, first and foremost in the car refinishing 
business, a market in which it has invested technological and human resources.   
In the space of twenty years, ICR made great headway with its flagship brand, Sprint, immediately 
recognizable thanks to its vertical stripes. The reasons for this success are to be found in the 
underlying philosophical project comprising three specific guidelines which have been pursued 



with determination, courage and profound confidence in the company’s potential: quality, market 
knowledge and international growth.   
In more recent years, ICR has focused its efforts on developing the important Industrial Coatings 
division, given over to the production of industrial paints on B2B markets.   
 
ProWorx 
ProWorx is a leading brand on the body filler market for the car refinishing business in the United 
Kingdom. Founded in 2013, it immediately met with the favour of leading body shops, thanks to a 
particularly vast range of polyester fillers and an attractive packaging. The ProWorx product 
offering meets all the repair needs arising from any type of bodywork damage. 
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